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CHAPTER IV 

DATA CATEGORIZATION 

The data collected in the study amounts to 340 items, including phrases and 

idioms. Information processing model in cognitive psychology is applied to classify 

the data into six types by stages. This chapter begins with an introduction of the data 

classification model. Then, six types exemplified with several cases are illustrated in 

detail. Finally, the seventh type, the mixed type, which illustrates cross-stage 

phenomeon, is presented as the proof of the dynamic thinking process. 

 

4.1 Modified thinking model 

As mentioned in Section 2.3, information processing for understanding human 

thinking (Sternberg 1969, Palmer and Kimchi 1986) is divided into components: the 

sensory system, the central processor, the permanent memory, the working memory, 

and the response system. In addition, Neisser (1967) claims that cognition “refer[s] to 

all the processes by which the sensory input is transformed, reduced, elaborated, 

stored, recovered and used” (1967:4). Based on the above illustrations of human 

thinking, the thinking process can be organized into stages. To be specific, at first, the 
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stimuli are perceived through the sensory system. Then, based on the knowledge in 

the permanent memory, the perceived input is elaborated or reasoned. Next, the 

reasoned input is stored in memory and it will be retrieved as the learned knowledge. 

When solving problems, we will reach a decision through the working memory. Then, 

the reached decision will be encoded through the response system. And finally, the 

encoded input is transmitted. In consequence, the six stages of human thinking 

process are: perception, reasoning, storing and recalling, reached decision, encoding, 

and finally, transmission. 

According to the above refining thinking model, the data collected from CKIP, 

Yu’s (2003, 2004) study, and Mandarin dictionaries3 are categorized into six types. 

The first type in stage one refers to phrases and idioms concerning perception (e.g., 

yan-guang 眼光 ‘eye; sight; vision’). The second type in stage two contains phrases 

and idioms involving reasoning activity (e.g., xiang-tong 想通 ‘straighten out one’s 

thinking; become convinced’). The third type in stage three includes phrases and 

idioms concerning memory storing and recalling (e.g., hui-xiang 回想 ‘recall; 

reminisce’). The fourth type in stage four refers to phrases and idioms containing the 

reached decision (e.g., kan-fa 看法 ‘perspective; view; opinion’). The fifth type in 

                                                 
3 Mandarin Dictionaries include Cheng Yu Dian 成語典 [Dictionary of Chinese Idioms], Ci Hai 辭

海 [Chinese Dictionary], Xing Yin Yi Guifan Zidian 形音義規範字典 [From Pronunciation and 
Meaning of Chinese Character Dictionary], Chang Yong Zi Yin Shen Yi Cidian 常用字引申義辭典 
[Definition of Common Phrases Dictionary], Dongfang Guoyu Cidian 東方國語辭典 [Mandarin 
Dictionary], and Xinbian Guoyu Ribao Cidian 新編國語日報辭典 [Revised Mandarin Dictionary]. 
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stage five has phrases and idioms involving encoding viewpoints (e.g., yi yu dao po 

一語道破 ‘to point out directly’). The sixth type in stage six refers to phrases and 

idioms concerning transmission of ideas (e.g., sixiang jiaoliu 思想交流 ‘exchange of 

thoughts/ideas’). At last, the seventh type refers to phrases and idioms crossing 

different stages (e.g., yi dian jiu tong 一點就通 ‘understand right away when given a 

hint’). The categorized data are listed in the following section. 

 

4.2 Data categorization 

Given the classification types, in this section, we will probe into the data by 

stages.4 Let us begin with type one. 

 

4.2.1 Type One: perception 

Type One, perception, is a process that involves the perceiver, the perception, the 

perceived, and the impact of the perception on the perceiver.  

(1) Perceiver 

Phrases and idioms referring to the perceiver’s ability are concerned with human 

beings’ major sensory organs, namely eyes and ears, perceiving stimulus from the 

                                                 
4 In this study, data are presented in the following way. Mandarin characters are accompanied by 
Hanyu Pinyin. Morpheme-by-morpheme or word-by-word glosses, which reflect the original 
metaphorical structure or imagery, are provided in square brackets, followed by more idiomatic 
translations within single quotation marks. The more idiomatic translations are taken from Xindai Han 
Ying Zidian 現代漢英字典 [Modern Chinese-English Dictionary] and online Chinese-English 
Dictionary of Modern Usage. In the glossing of examples, PRT=particle. 
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outer world. They are listed below: 

A. Eyes: 

 

a. 眼光     yan-guang           [eye-light]         

‘eye; sight; foresight; insight; vision’ 

b. 目光遠大 mu-guang yuan-da    [eye-light far-large]  

‘to be farsighted; to look ahead with wisdom’ 

c. 目光短淺 mu-guan duan-qian   [eye-light short-shallow]   

‘shortsighted’ 

d. 盲目     mang-mu           [blind-eye]              

‘blind; blindly’ 

e. 慧眼     hui-yan             [clever-eye]         

‘discerning eyes; insight; one’s penetrating 

 insight’ 

f. 獨具慧眼 du-ju hui-yan        [uniquely-have intelligence-eye]  

‘to have exceptional insight; to have mental 

discernment/perception’ 

g. 火眼金睛 huo yan jin jing      [inflamed-eye golden-eye]  

‘discerning eyes; insight’ 

 

One’s eyesight is his or her vision as in (a), that is farsighted as in (b), or shortsighted 

as in (c). Blind eyes as in (d), clever eyes as in (e) or fire eyes as in (g) denote whether 

one has insight or not.  

 

B. Eyes and ears 

Similarly, a good sense of sight and hearing indicates cleverness as in the 

following cases. 

 

a. 聰明     cong-ming         [sharp ears and eyes]          

‘to be clever’ 
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b. 耳聰目明 er-cong mu-ming    [ear-sharp eye-keen]         

‘to be very clever’ 

c. 耳聽八方  er-ting ba-fang     [ear-hear eight-direction]  

‘to hear much; to be very alert’ 

 

(2) Perception 

Phrases and idioms referring to perception are often concerned with the manner 

of perceiving. One can see from the bottom of a well as in (a), observe with  

microscopic eyes as in (b) or look on with cold eyes as in (c) and (d). One can 

concentrate on something with all eyes as in (e) and listen carefully as in (f). 

Sometimes one may pretend to be deaf and dumb as in (g), shut sight and stuff 

hearing as in (h) and (i) to what they perceive. Examples are listed below: 

 

a. 坐井觀天 zuo-jing guan-tian   [from-the-bottom-of-a-well see-the-sky]  

                       ‘to take a narrow view of things’ 

b. 明察秋毫 ming cha qiu hao    [able to see the fine down of birds in autumn]  

‘to look into a mill; to have a microscopic eye; 

hawk-eyed’ 

c. 冷眼     leng-yan           [cold-eye] ‘cold indifference’ 

d. 冷眼旁觀 leng-yan pang-guan  [cold-eye side-look on]   

‘to look coldly from the sidelines; to look on as 

a disinterested bystander; to look on 

indifferently or unconcernedly; to stand aloof 

and look on with indifference; to have a 

detached point of view’ 

e. 目不斜視 mu bu xie shi       [eyes not obliquely see]  

‘concentrate on something; take a serious 

attitude toward something’ 

f. 洗耳恭聽 xi-er gong-ting      [wash-ear respectfully-listen]   

‘listen respectfully’ 
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g. 裝聾作啞 zhung-long zuo-ya    [pretend-deaf make-mute]   

‘pretend to be deaf and dumb; pretend to be 

ignorant of’ 

h. 閉目塞聽 bi-mu se-ting        [shut-sight stuff-hearing]      

‘to be ill-informed; to ignore’ 

i. 充耳不聞 chong-er bu-wen     [stuff-ear not-hear]           

‘to ignore what is said’ 

 

(3) Perceived 

Phrases and idioms referring to the perceived are concerned with the attributes of 

the stimulus from the outer world. What one sees is more reliable than what one hears 

as illustrated by examples given in (a) and (b). 

 

a. 百聞不如一見        bai wen by-ru yi jian  

[hundred hearing not-as-good-as one seeing]  

‘It is better to see once than to hear a hundred times’ 

b. 眼見為實，耳聞為虛  yan-jian wei shi, er-wen wei xu  

[eyes-seeing is solid ears-hearing is void]  

‘what one sees is real whereas what one hears may not’ 

 

(4) Impact of the perceived on the perceiver 

Pharses and idioms here are concerned with how the perceived affect the 

perceiver. The linguistic expressions manifest emotional impacts of the perceiver, 

which may be refreshing as in (a), touching as in (b) or scary as in (c). 

 

a. 耳目一新 er mu yi xin     [ear-eye refresh] 

‘refreshing; a pleasant change of atmosphere or 

appearance of a place’ 

b. 觸動     chu dong       [touch move]  

‘to touch emotionally, to move’ 
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c. 怵目驚心 chu mu jing xin  [touch eyes frighten heart]  

‘be thoroughly frightened’ 

 

Based on the above data, we can observe that eyes are more prominent than ears 

at the perception stage. One apparent example is (3a) bai wen by-ru yi jian (百聞不如

一見). Seeing appears to be a more reliable source than hearing according to human 

being’s bodily experience. That is, eyes are the most important perceiving organs that 

people rely on. 

 

4.2.2 Type Two: reasoning 

Reasoning is an activity that involves the agent’s manner of reasoning, the action 

of reasoning, and the reasoned result. Phrases and idioms in this category are 

concerned with the reasoning process from the beginning to the end. Most of the data 

contain the lexeme si (思) or xiang (想) ‘think’. They are listed below: 

(1) Agent’s manner of reasoning 

There are different kinds of expressions describing how people struggle when 

reasoning. Examples are as follows: 

 

a. 苦思不得 ku-si bu-de         [hard think nothing come out]  

‘think hard but come up with nothing’ 

b. 苦思     ku-si              [hard-think]                  

‘think hard’ 

c. 挖空心思 wa-kong xinsi       [dig-empty thoughts/ideas]      

‘rack one’s brain’ 
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d. 暈頭轉向 yun-tou zhuan-xiang  [dizzy-head revolving/losing-direction] 

 ‘confused and disoriented’ 

 

(2) The action of Reasoning 

The activation of reasoning often triggers many ideas in our heads. We may 

imagine, predict, plan or speculate situations as illustrated by examples given in (a), 

(b), (c), and (d). We may ponder over problems as observed in (e), (f), and (g). We 

may gauge matters carefully as illustrated in (h) and (i). We may also think backwards 

or forwards as manifested in (j), (k), (l), and (m).  

 

a. 推想      tui-xiang             [push-think]             

‘imagine; reckon’ 

b. 料想      liao-xiang            [guess-think]     

‘imagine; conjecture’ 

c. 構思      gou-si               [structure-think]  

‘to plan, project; speculation, imagination’ 

d. 假想      jia-xiang             [simulate-think]           

‘fancy; imagine’ 

e. 細想      xi-xiang             [fine-think]        

  ‘think carefully; ponder’ 

f. 凝想      ning-xiang           [coagulate-think]           

‘meditate’ 

g. 琢磨      zhuo-mo             [grind-polish]            

‘elaborate’ 

h. 思索      si suo               [thoughts search]           

‘think over’ 

i. 斟酌      zhen zhuo            [serve-drink wine]  

‘To gauge or consider course and extent of 

action; to consider carefully’ 

j. 前思後想  qian-si hou-xiang      [ahead-think behind-think]  

‘turn over in one’s mind; reflect; muse; 

think it over and over again’ 
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k. 東想西想  dong-xiang xi-xiang    [east-think west-think]  

‘think over again and again’ 

l. 左思右想  zuo-si you-xiang       [left-think right-think]  

‘think over from different angles; turn 

something over in one’s mind’ 

m. 想來想去  xiang-lai xiang-qu     [think-coming think-going]  

‘turn over and over in one’s head’ 

 

(3) Comprehending 

The ending of the reasoning activity leads to the beginning of a new activity, 

comprehending. For instance, a sudden enlightenment can cross one’s mind. 

Examples indicating the inception of a comprehending activity are illustrated in (A). 

And then, a final point of the reasoning activity, a comprehended result can be 

illustrated by the cases given in (B). 

A. Inchoative 

 

a. 豁然開朗  huo ran kai lang  [open up with a flash of understanding-clear] 

‘the view suddenly cleared up’ 

b. 靈機一動  ling ji yi dong    [inspiration-move]  

‘seized by a sudden impulse; a bright idea occurs; 

epiphany’ 

c. 茅塞頓開  mao se dun kai   [grass-blocked path suddenly-open]  

‘suddenly enlighted’ 

d. 恍然大悟  huang ran da wu  [suddenly-understand]  

‘suddenly realize like coming out of a dream’ 

 

B. Result 

 

a. 眉目      mei-mu             [brow-eye]          

‘logic (of writing); sequence of ideas’ 
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b. 理出頭緒  li-chu tou-xu         [manage-out clues]   

‘ferret out clues’ 

c. 看穿      kan-chuan           [see-penetrate]       

‘see through’ 

d. 看透      kan-tou             [see-pass through]  

‘understand thoroughly; gain an insight into; 

see through; know clearly’ 

e. 想到      xiang-dao           [think-reach]  

‘think of; call to mind; expect something to  

happen’ 

f. 想通      xiang-tong          [think-through]   

‘straighten out one’s thinking; become  

convinced’ 

g. 想出      xiang-chu           [think-out]            

‘think of; think up’ 

h. 想開      xiang-kai           [think-open]          

‘accept a situation; not take it to heart’ 

i. 摸透      mo-tou             [touch-through]        

‘understand thoroughly’ 

j. 摸清      mo-qing            [touch-clear]          

‘to have a thorough understanding of’ 

k. 瞭若指掌  liao ruo zhi zhang    [clear like pointing at a palm]   

‘very evident’ 

 

Notice that for the inchoation of the comprehending activity, words like kai (開), 

yi (一), and dun (頓) denote the commencement of a new activity. On the other hand, 

for the result owing to the comprehending activity, words signifying results such as 

chuan (穿), tou (透), dou (到), tong (通), and chu (出) indicate the completion of a 

activity. 
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4.2.3 Type Three: storing and recalling 

Storing information means to acquire knowledge; therefore, we have linguistic 

expressions like man-fu jing-lun (滿腹經綸) ‘full of knowledge’. Also, recalling 

requires ‘thinking back’; therefore, we have linguistic expressions like fan (反) and 

zhui (追) meaning ‘reverse’ and ‘chase’. They are listed below: 

(1) Storing container 

Storing the acquired knowledge is metaphorically expressed by digesting the 

comprehended ideas in a container as in (d) and (e). However, sometimes, under the 

time pressure, people may store information without a complete understanding as 

illustrated by the examples in (a), (b) and (c). After the storing activity, we keep the 

knowledge inside either in our heads or in our stomachs as observed in (f) and (g).  

 

a. 囫圇吞棗             hulun tun zao       

[whole swallow dates]    

‘read without understanding’  

b. 生吞活剝             sheng tun huo bo    

[alive-swallow alive-skin]  

‘interpret text, passage crudely without real 

understanding’ 

c. 食古不化             shi gu bu hua       

[eat ancient teachings without digesting them]  

‘too conservative and cannot bear change’ 

d. 牢記於心              lao-ji yu xin        

[firmly remember in mind]  

‘to keep firmly in mind’ 
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e. 吸納西方思想          xi na xi-fang sixiang    

[absorb the western thought] 

‘to incorporate the western thought’ 

f. 滿腹經綸              man-fu jing-lun   

[full stomach management of political affairs] 

‘to have an encyclopedic mind’ 

g. 滿腦子共產主義思想    man-nao-zi gong-chan-zhu-yi sixiang 

[one’s head crammed with communist thoughts]  

‘one’s head crammed with communist thoughts’ 

 

(2) Manner of storing 

There are other expressions describing how people store information as in the 

following examples. One may learn widely and memorize by rote as in (a) and 

become knowledgeable as in (b). On the contrary, if a person reads poorly and hardly 

memorizes, then he or she will become uncultured as in (c). 

 

a. 博聞強記  bo wen qiang ji  [well-informed memorize by rote]  

‘to have wide learning and a dutiful memory’ 

b. 博學多聞  bo xue duo wen  ‘knowledgeable and well-informed’ 

 

c. 孤陋寡聞  gu lou gua wen  [uncultured ill-informed]  

‘poorly read and ignorant’ 

 

(3) Recalling 

When recalling, one reverses the direction of the thinking process as observed in 

(a) and (b), and tries to turn back as given in (e) and (f). One can even chase previous 

ideas along the thinking path as indicated in (c) and (d). Such a backward procedure 

will take the preceiver to the initial perception stage, relating to the eyes as illustrated 
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in (g), ears as observed in (h), and taste as exemplified in (i), (j) and (k). 

 

a. 反思      fan-si          [reverse-think]   

‘engage in self-examination or introspection’ 

b. 反省      fan-xing       [reverse-examine oneself critically]  

‘(engage in) introspection; self-examination; or  

soul-searching’ 

c. 追思      zhui-si         [chase-think]             

‘recall; reminisce’ 

d. 追想      zhui-xiang      [chase-think]             

‘recall; reminisce’ 

e. 回想      hui-xiang       [turn back think]    

         ‘think back; recollect; recall’ 

f. 回顧      hui-gu          [back-look]              

‘to look back; repreospection’ 

g. 歷歷在目  li li zai mu      [clear before eyes]  

‘every detail is clear in mind as if it is before the 

eyes; just like it was yesterday’ 

h. 言猶在耳  yan-you zai-er   [words-are-like in-the-ear]   

‘words and promises are still fresh inone’s mind’ 

i. 回味無窮  hui wei wu qung [aftertaste endless]  

‘relish’ 

j. 玩味      wan-wei        [play-taste]       

       ‘to appreciate slowly; savor’ 

k. 耐人尋味  nai ren xun wei  [resist people to seek the smell]  

‘intensely interesting’ 

 

4.2.4 Type Four: reached decision 

The end product of a reasoning activity will give us the reached decision through 

the working memory. These reached decisions form our viewpoints and judgements. 

The examples are listed below: 
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(1) Viewpoints, ideas, and thoughts 

The reached decisions indicating our viewpoints can be exemplified in (a), (b) 

and (c). The viewpoints can be pessimistic or optimistic as illustrated in (d) and (e). 

Or the viewpoints can be shortsighted as in (h) or brilliant as in (i) or biased as in (j). 

Similar expressions can be seen in examples (k) and (l). In addition, the reached 

decision can be a great or lousy idea as illustrated in (m), or a superficial thought as 

expressed in (n). Expressions describing the characteristics of thoughts can be further 

exemplified in (o), (p), (q), (r), and (s). 

 

a. 觀點      guan-dian       [view-point]                

‘viewpoint’ 

b. 看法      kan-fa          [see-method]  

‘a way of looking at a thing; perspective; view;  

opinion’ 

c. 見解      jian-jie          [see-interpret/ understand] 

‘view; opinion; understanding’ 

d. 悲觀      bei-guan         [sad-view]  

              ‘pessimistic’ 

e. 樂觀      le-guan          [happy-view]            

  ‘optimistic’ 

f. 客觀      ke-guan          [guest-view]            

‘objective’ 

g. 主觀      zhu-guan         [host-view] 

              ‘subjective’ 

h. 短見      duan-jian         [short-view]      

 ‘shortsighted view/ opinion’ 

i. 高見      gao-jian          [high-view]  

‘your brilliant idea; your opinion’ 

j. 偏見      pian-jian          [tilted-view]        

‘prejudice; biased opinion’ 
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k. 淺見      qian-jian          [shallow-view]  

‘superficial view; my humble opinion’ 

l. 遠見      yuan-jian          [far-view]              

‘foresight; vision’ 

m. 餿主意    sou zhuyi          [spoiled ideas]    

        ‘a lousy idea’ 

n. 思想淺薄  sixiang chian bo    [thoughts-superficial]  

‘superficial and uninformed thought’ 

o. 思想純正  sixiang chun zheng  [thoughts-loyal]  

‘honest and sincere thought’ 

p. 思想古舊  sixiang gu jiu       [thoughts-old]  

‘old-fashioned thought/ ideas’ 

q. 陳腐觀念  chen-fu guannian    [stale-rotten idea/ concept]  

‘an outworn idea/ concept’ 

r. 思想腐敗  sixiang fubai        [thoughts rot]           

‘corrupted thoughts’ 

s. 巧思      qiao xiang          [delicate-thought]        

 ‘a clever thought’ 

 

In the above examples, visual verbs like guan (觀) and jian (見) have developed 

nominal, signifying viewpoints. Words that modify them are mostly spatial and / or 

visual. On the other hand, the rest phrases containing sixiang (思想) and zhuyi (主意) 

are modified by words used to describe the quality of an object. 

(2) Judgement 

The reached decision also determines how we judge people and states-of-affairs. 

This judgement is an opinion that we have in mind after thinking carefully about 

someone or something. Therefore, we may underestimate or overestimate someone or 

something as illustrated in (a), (b) and (c) or even make a mistaken judgement as 

given in (d). How we judge things in a sense reflects part of our personality as 
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observed in (e), (f), (g), (h), and (i), denoting looking down upon something. Their 

opposite expressions are illustrated in (j), (k), and (l), where generated ideas are 

treasured. Furthermore, the reached decision entails the action that is to be taken 

either to suppress the reasoned result as in (m) or to pursue it as in (q). Similar 

expressions are exemplified in (n), (o), and (p). 

 

a. 看輕        kan-qing               [see-light]  

                                      ‘underestimate; look down upon; treat  

lightly’ 

b. 看重        kan-zhong              [see-heavy]  

‘think highly of; regard as important; 

value’ 

c. 看扁        kan-bian               [see-flat]  

‘underestimate (a person)’ 

d. 看走眼      kan-zou-yan            [see-wrongly with eyes]  

‘to make a mistake in judgement’ 

e. 傲視        ao-shi                 [haughty-look at]   

‘turn up one’s nose at; regard with 

disdain’ 

f. 鄙視        bi-shi                 [scorn-look at]      

‘despise; disdain; look down upon’ 

g. 歧視        qi-shi                 [different-look at]    

‘discriminate against’ 

h. 忽視        hu-shi                 [overlook-look at]    

‘ignore; overlook; neglect’ 

i. 輕視        qing-shi                [light-look at]       

                                      ‘belittle; look down on; underrate’ 

j. 正視        zheng-shi               [straight-look at]     

‘face squarely; deal with seriously 

and carefully’ 

k. 重視        zhong-shi              [heavy-look at]      

‘attach importance to; pay attention to; 
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think highly of; take something 

seriously; value’ 

l. 珍視        zhen-shi               [precious-look at]   

‘value; prize; cherish; treasure’ 

m. 扼殺思想    e-sha sixiang           [strangle thoughts]  

‘suppress thoughts’ 

n. 封閉思想    feng-bi sixiang          [close-up thoughts]  

‘isolate thoughts’ 

o. 控制思想    kong-zhi sixiang          [control thoughts] 

   ‘control thoughts/ideas’ 

p. 禁錮思想    jin-gu sixiang            [imprison thoughts]    

‘forbid thoughts’ 

q. 追求新思想  zhui-qiu xin sixiang       ‘pursue new thoughts/ideas’ 

 

The above cases containing kan (看) and shi (視) are accompanied by words 

describing the manner of the looking action such as ao (傲), hu (忽) and zhong (重). 

The rest cases containing sixiang (思想) are accompanied by physical actions denoted 

by different verbs. 

 

4.2.5 Type Five: encoding 

Phrases and idioms in this category are concerned with how we encode our 

views and how we present our intentions. An encoding activity usually involves the 

encoder, manner of encoding, and the codes. They are listed below: 

(1) Encoder 

There are expressions describing features of an encoder. One may be eloquent as 

illustrated in (a); one can deliver sparkling sayings as exemplified in (b). On the other 
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hand, one may address extravagant talk which is full of honey words but out of a 

dastardly heart as given in (c) as (d). 

 

a. 口若懸河  kou ruo xuan he   [mouth like torrent]  

‘torrent of words－symbolic of eloquence’ 

 

b. 妙語如珠  miao yu ru zhu    [clever-lines like pearls]  

‘pearls of wisdom’ 

c. 天花亂墜  tian hua luan zhui  [sky-flower disorderly-drop]  

‘extravagant talk’ 

d. 口蜜腹劍  kou mi fu jian     [mouth-honey stomach-sword]  

‘honey words and a dastardly heart’ 

 

(2) Manner of encoding 

Expressions concerning how an encoder encodes his or her intention are given in 

the following examples. The ecoder may encode his or her intention unclearly or 

vaguely as illustrated in (a) and (b), or impassionedly as observed in (c). Sometimes 

the encoder may encode in a way to show off his or her extensive knowledge as 

signified in (d). 

 

a. 含糊其詞  han hu qi ci        ‘blur one’s words’ 

 

b. 閃爍其詞  shan shuo qi ci     [flash the words]  

‘skirting the issue’ 

c. 慷慨陳詞  kang kai chen ci    ‘harangue indignantly’ 

 

d. 賣弄淵博  mai-nong yuan-bo   [show-off erudition] 

‘ostentatious profundity; show off profound 

knowledge and extensive learning’ 
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(3) Codes 

Expressions in this category indicate the characteristics of the codes. Good codes 

are precise enough to point out the theme directly as in (a) or to precisely criticize the 

ideas as in (b). A convincing code is well-provided with supporting materials from 

classics or ancient works as illustrated in (c) and (d). On the contrary, bad codes are 

clichés as in (f) or flowery words as in (g) which are farfetched and irrelevant and 

fastened on an unwarranted conclusion as in (e).  

 

a. 一語道破  yi yu dao po        ‘to point out directly’  

 

b. 一字褒貶  yi zi bao bian       [one word praise or blame]  

‘to criticize’ 

c. 引經據典  yin jiang ju dian     ‘to give quotations from classics or ancient 

 works’ 

d. 旁徵博引  pang zheng bo yin    [side-prove widely-quote]  

‘well-provided with supporting material’ 

e. 穿鑿附會  chuan zao fu hui     [poke-through attach-meet]  

‘make a forced interpretation of text’ 

f. 陳腔濫調  chen qiang lan diao   [ancient-tone abused-tone]  

‘hackneyed phrases; cliché; platitudes’ 

g. 花言巧語  hua yan qiao yu      [flower-words delicate-words]  

‘flowery, deceiving words; flattery’ 

 

4.2.6 Type Six: transmission 

After encoding our views, we send out the message. Phrases and idioms in this 

category hence are concerned with the mutual exchange of ideas or thoughts as 

illustrated in (a) and (b). Or we may promote our own thoughts as given in (c) and (d). 
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During the transmission process, different thoughts may compete with each other as 

indicated in (e), producing sparks as illustrated in (f). Sometimes, ideas are stolen 

from others as indicated in (h). And finially different thoughts will blend together as 

in (h) and reach the meeting of minds as in (i). 

 

a. 交換思想與論點   jiao-huan sixiang yu lundian    

[exchange thoughts and point of view]  

‘exchange of thoughts and point of view’ 

b. 思想交流        sixiang jiaoliu    

[thought exchange]   

‘exchange of thoughts/ideas’ 

c. 灌輸思想        guanshu sixiang   

[pour-into thoughts]  

‘indoctrinate, brainwash, sow ideas into the mind of people’ 

d. 鼓吹思想        guchui sixiang 

 [beat-blow thoughts]  

‘promote thoughts’ 

e. 思想鬥爭         sixiang douzheng  

[thoughts struggle]  

‘competing thoughts’ 

f. 思想火花         sixiang huohua  

                     [thought sparks]    

 ‘spark of imagination; brainstorm’ 

g. 思想融合         sixiang rong-he   

[thought merge]   

‘thoughts blend or mix together’ 

h. 偷取別人的想法   tou-qu bie-ren-de sixiang    

‘steal other’s ideas’ 

i. 靈犀相通         lingxi xiang tong   

[sagacious-rhinoceros in contact with each other] 

‘the meeting of minds’ 
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4.2.7 Type Seven: mixed stages 

Phrases and idioms in this category crossing different stages demonstrate the 

dynamics of the thinking process. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the thinking process 

can be observed through six stages. Each of the stages of the thinking process has 

been illustrated by lexical manifestations. However, some linguistic expressions 

signify the incoporation of several stages within one single phrase or idiom. Examples 

are given below: 

(1) Perceiving to reasoning 

Phrases and idioms in this category manifest the linking of two stages, namely 

perceiving and reasoning. Example (a) illustrates that one perceives a stimulus and 

then understands it. A similar expression is given in (b), where one with keen eyes 

perveives an omen in advance and then comprehends where the opportune moment is. 

In addition, after perceiving a harmful stimulus one may get confused in the reasoning 

activity as indicated in (c). Example (d) describes a situation in which one touches or 

contacts a stimulus and then comprehends it. A similar expression is given in (e) 

whereby one draws an analogy by contacting similar things. 

 

a. 一目了然  yi mu liao ran     [one-glance understand]  

‘understand at one glance’ 

b. 洞察機先  dong cha ji xian   [hole-observe an opportune-moment first]  

‘see through an opportune moment in advance’ 
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c. 混淆視聽  hun yao shi ting   [mix-up what one sees and hears]  

‘to mislead the public opinion’ 

d. 一點就通  yi dian jiu tong    [one touch then pass through]  

‘understand right away when given a hint’ 

e. 觸類旁通  chu lei pang tong  [contact analogy widely accessible]  

‘to draw an analogy’ 

 

(2) Perceiving to reasoning to reached decision 

Phrases and idioms in this categoey manifest three thinking stages from 

perceiving to reasoning and then to the reached decision. Example (f) illustrates the 

process that one perceives a stimulus and then reasons it. Then, based on the reasoned 

result, one makes a judgement about a person. 

 

f. 另眼相看  ling-yan xiang-kan  [different-eye PRT-see]  

‘regard (or look up to) sb. with special respect;  

give sb. preferential treatment; view sb. in a 

new, more favorable light’ 

 

(3) Perceiving to encoding 

Phrases and idioms in this category manifest two thinking stages, namely 

perceiving and encoding. Example (g) illustrates the process that one perceives a 

stimulus and then encodes it right away without reasoning and comprehending it.  

 

g. 道聽塗說  dao ting tu shuo   [on-the-road-hear on-the-road-say]  

‘hearsay, market gossip’ 

 

Based on the information processing model in cognitive psychology, phrases and 

idioms concerning the thinking process are sorted into six types. These linguistic 
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expressions clearly manifest each stage of the thinking process. And Type Seven is the 

special case that manifests several stages within one single phrase or idiom. A total of 

340 items of data are classified. The first type, perception, includes 41 items and 

makes up a percentage of 12%. Type Two, reasoning, contributes to the greatest 

number of the data—124 examples—holding 36.4% of the whole data. Type Three, 

storing and recalling, has 30 items, occupying 8.8%. Type Four, reached decision, 

amounts to 85 cases, holding 25% of the data. Type Five, encoding, has 28 items, 

occupying 8.2%. Type Six, transmission, includes 22 items and makes up a 

percentage of 6.4%. The last type, mixed stages, has 10 items, occupying 2.9%. From 

the distribution, types of perception, reasoning, and reached decision have greater 

percentage than the other four types. It can be inferred that these three stages of the 

thinking process are more prominent than the other stages. According to the examples 

illustrated in this study, the abstract six stages of the thinking process are 

conceptualized as concrete body organs and / or body parts. It is evident that the 

cognitive metaphorical and metonymic mechanisms are involved in the thinking 

process. Therefore, in the following chapter, we will provide an analysis of the seven 

types through the investigation into the cognitive mechanisms behind them.5 

 

                                                 
5 For ease of reference, all the 340 thinking data of the seven types are presented in the appendix. 


